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TOP DIGITAL
PHOTOGRAPHERS
REVEAL SECRETS
FOR CONVERTING
RGBroCMYK

I PERSPECTIVE
DAX President Deborah
Zonies looks at the future
of telecommunications
and file delivery

I MAKE READY:
LESSONS ON
SHARPENING
I ROUNDUP OF
HIGH-END DIGITAL
CAMERAS

Stephen Johnson: Pushing the Limits
ith today's world of
electronic prepress,
it is ever more natural for photographers to
avoid the time-consuming
steps of processing and scanning film by using digital
cameras. For California fineart photographer Stephen
Johnson, using the Dicomed
Field Pro scanning back in
place of the film holder of his
Sinar view camera gives him
image quality he can't
achieve with film.
Johnson has been a photographer for over 25 years,
and he became acquainted
with digital imaging while
creating several books on
Northern California. He needed faithful reproduction of his
exquisite landscape photographs, so in 1989 he
turned to BarneyScan-XP,
which soon became Adobe
Photoshop. Johnson later created the duotone curves for
Adobe, which are now a
standard feature of Photoshop. These duotone curves
helped Johnson extend the
dynamic range of his blackand-white images, and he
recommends that photographers use them as a starting
point for experimentation .
Johnson approaches photography and printmaking
m uch in the same w ay that

W

Ansel Adams did-he
attempts to control the tonal
range as much as possible,
and he visualizes the print

Macintosh PowerBook
3400c, which is hooked to
the scanner w ith a SCSI
cable. Instead of using the

1he three photographs shown here ©1997 by Stephen Johnson.

before making the final exposure. Like Adams, Johnson
hikes to remote locations,
lugging heavy equipment in a
backpack, to get breathtaking
images. A GPS (Global
Positioning System) receiver
gives him the ability to
archive his exact locat ion
w ith the help of satellites.
The Dicomed digital camera back is a CCD scanner
that makes a one-pass, 2.5 minute exposure. It is connected to a case containing a
battery and a hard-disk drive,
wh ere th e digital photos are
stored. Johnson monitors the
system o n a hooded

software that comes with the
Dicomed, Johnson prefers t he
Better Light software created
by the Dicomed scanner
camera inventor, M ichael
Collette. Also, Johnson no
longer uses a convent ional
light meter, preferring the
digital exposure meter he
gets in t he prescan software.
Johnson adjusts exposure
t hrough both the lens aperture and the time of the CCD
scanning. He inspects the contrast range of the f ile by histogram and by t he built-in
digital densitometer. The prescan w rites a 2 M B file to t he
camera's hard drive, which

can be opened in Photoshop.
But on a critical exposure,
Johnson opens the entire
132Me file, which on his
240MHz PowerBook only
takes a little less than 2 minutes. In full sunlight, the 2.5minute exposure is shot at
f16. The Kodak tri-linear array
in the camera makes an RGB
image on the fly and yields a
6000x7520-pixel file, which is
20x25 inches at 300dpi. By
removing the infrared cut-off
filter behind the lens, Johnson
is able to get spectacular
infrared effects in black and
white. When the scene contains movement, like a waterfall, the scanning camera
records the scene very
strangely, "expanding the
motion into an accumulation
of split-second slices of time,"
Johnson says.
Johnson's overriding concern is to create a file w it h
full tonal range. " I scan a litt le gray to ensure no detail is
w iped out," Johnson says. " I
have so much more power to
record what I see. Unlike silver-based materials, I can
record nine stops of dynamic
range, seeing way beyond
film 's range."
Consequently, Johnson
rarely shoots w it h traditional
film anymore. A s he says,
"The Dicomed and Better
Light cameras can see much
deeper into shadow s and

highUghts simultaneously,
thus capturing much more
difficult scenes." The immediacy of knowing exactly
what he is recording at the
time of exposure is also a
great benefit. He strongly
believes that his digital camera system provides sharper
detail and better color balance. And he insists that the
Dicomed images, when
properly exposed, have
absolutely no grain!

he can do a graycard color
balance on site to match his
scan to the lighting conditions in the scene. Johnson
writes custom color balance
and gray balance settings in
the scanning software, and
he says, "With this curve editor [in the Better Light software], it's like having a digital
zone system in the field."
Highlights and shadows can
be "placed" exactly where
Johnson wants them by

"Films record colors with
different degrees of success,"
explains Johnson. "Dark
green is tough for color film
to record, and black-andwhite film overreacts to
blue." Compared to a scene
shot with film, the digital
image has more detail in the
greens and the shadows.
One of the advantages of
using digital recording is that

expanding or contracting the
contrast before making the
final exposure.
"I do unsharp masking, "
explains Johnson, "and if the
scan is a little gray, I add a
saturation boost to compensate for the low-contrast
acquisition." The photographer makes his final RGB-toCMYK conversion in Radius
ColorMatch (now available

Dicomed. It records a 360°
separately as Separation Lab),
or he writes custom ColorSync tables for specific printers, such as the Iris Realist
5030, the Epson Stylus
Photo, and the new Cymbolic
Sciences LightJet 5000.
Johnson experimented
with scanning an ITS target to
create custom Dicomed camera profiles, but the results
were limiting as the gamut of
the target, printed on photo
paper, is "so narrow compared to what the camera
sees," says the photographer.
"The blacks and whites come
out dramatically distorted." In
his workshops and talks to
fine-art photographers, he
preaches restraint with image
manipulation, limiting it to
retouching artifacts that were
not in the original scene. He
cautions, " If you're going to
change the real content of
the scene through digital
manipulation, at least let people know that is what they
are seeing, not what was
before the camera."
Last fall, Johnson
addressed a group of Iris fineart printmakers at the

image, creating a 52,000x
6000-plxel image, weighing
in at a whopping 893Mel
"We're making photographic history here,"
remarked Johnson about the
camera's ability to take
panoramic images of such
enormous resolution. The
turntable, adapter, and other
equipment needed-not
counting the camera and the
Dicomed scanning back-will
probably cost around $5000
when it becomes available
from Better Light.
Johnson is currently
recording America's national
parks with his digital camera,
soon to become a book and
a traveling exhibition titled
With a New Eye. These are
exciting times for Johnson as
he pioneers new frontiers for
photography.-SC
For more information about
Stephen Johnson, visit his Web
site at www.s;photo.com or
contact him by e-mail at
s;photo@best.com. Pro;ect
sponsors for W ith a New Eye
include Adobe Systems, Apple
Computer, Better Light, DayStar
Digital, Dicomed, Digital Pond,
FWB, Iris Graphics, Newer
Technology, Radius, Ricoh, and
Sinar Bron.

